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Chapter eleven

DeseCrations? 
han Dong’s anD Yu Jian’s expliCit poetiCs

Before anything else, i should remind the reader that the previous 
chapter’s introductory remarks on the study of explicit poetics in this 
book also hold for the present chapter. i have noted as one of my rea-
sons for writing on xi Chuan’s, han Dong’s and Yu Jian’s poetics—
from among the many poets who have substantial metatextual writings 
to their name—that xi Chuan is widely seen as representative of the 
elevated aesthetic, and han and Yu count as earthly authors; and 
that, while these designations make sense, we should be wary of their 
essentialization. With regard to the combined presentation of han’s 
and Yu’s metatexts in this chapter, there is an additional point. on the 
whole, these two poets have constituted something of a joint presence 
on the poetry scene ever since the early 1980s, even if in the late 1990s 
their relationship soured and they entered into semi-public conflict. 
they count as the two foremost Colloquial poets and contributors to 
Them, one of the most enduring and widely read of the unofficial jour-
nals that help shape the face of contemporary poetry in China to this 
day; one of their early metatexts is the joint publication of a dialogue 
they conducted in taiyuan in 1986, at the annual Poetry Monthly Youth 
poetry Conference; extensive interviews with both han and Yu ap-
peared back-to-back in Them in 1994; they were, each in their own 
way, important representatives of the popular camp in the 1998-2000 
popular-intellectual polemic, which serves as the backdrop to some 
especially fiery passages in their metatextual writings, and so on.
 Desecrations? in the title of this chapter points to two things. First, 
han and Yu are well known as desecrators, or demystifiers at the very 
least, of the self-aggrandizing tragic heroism of the early obscure po-
etry of the late 1970s and the early 1980s, and of similar features in 
authors associated with the cult of poetry in later years. at the same 
time, while han’s and Yu’s earthly desecration of the elevated dis-
course surrounding poets like Yang lian and haizi is successful, if 
only rhetorically, they themselves can be seen to construct an earthly 
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chapter eleven366

cult of their own, over and above what Michelle Yeh calls their anti-
cult behavior in reaction to the elevated.1 han and Yu ascribe a kind 
of regular-guy authenticity to the poet, but at the end of the day their 
vision frequently proves to be as high-blown as that of the poetry wor-
shipers and the intellectuals they claim to oppose. as such, this vision 
constitutes a cult of ordinariness—as a positive, indeed a sacred qual-
ity of an undertaking that requires unconditional loyalty. hence, the 
question mark.
 My sources are a series of publications by han Dong and Yu Jian 
that cover two decades, from the mid-1980s to the mid-2000s. in com-
parison with xi Chuan’s poetics, the phenomenon of poethood—what 
a poet is, and what it means to be a poet—is highly significant to both 
han and Yu. section 1 of this chapter examines images of the Chinese 
poet as he appears in their writings, overarching other, interrelated as-
pects of their poetics. section 2 shows that for all their poetical kinship, 
han and Yu display markedly different styles in the metatextual arena. 
as before, my use of masculine pronouns reflects the male monopoli-
zation of this arena.

1. Poethood According to Han Dong and Yu Jian

as in chapter ten, i have organized the discussion along lines sug-
gested by the material itself. overall, the subsections move from ques-
tions concerning what we may call the ontology of poetry and the 
poet toward commentary by han and Yu on actualities of the Chinese 
poetry scene that bring to mind literary-sociological issues highlighted 
elsewhere in this study.

Where Does Poetry Come From?

in han Dong and Yu Jian’s “Conversation in taiyuan” (在太原的谈
话, 1988), Yu asserts that what matters is not where poetry appears, 
but through whom:2

1 Yeh 1996a: 78.
2 Yu Jian & han 1988: 77.
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[good poetry requires] for the poem not to choose a fashion or a culture 
or a philosophy or a history or the West or the east and so on, but to 
choose the poet himself.

the notion of poetry as an abstraction that precedes the poet and 
avails itself of him as a medium recurs in the writings of both authors. 
han discusses this most elaborately in “two thousand Words on po-
etry” (关于诗歌的两千字, 1997):3

the poem originates long before the poet appears. it exists before the 
poet but is in no hurry to alight amid human beings. the poem chooses 
the poet and is born through the poet, who is but the channel of this 
birth. and the poets, having gone through the throes of birth, wrongly 
assume that it is they who have created the poem, and try to appropriate 
the result of this act of reproduction, just like the fathers and mothers 
of human beings naturally own their sons and daughters. But sons and 
daughters are not born of fathers and mothers. their souls, their pre-
determined forms and the procedure of their production all stem from 
heaven and go back to a mystery. Fathers and mothers are but common 
workers at the assembly line, they are not the designer, the machinist 
or the boss, they work mechanically and are moved by a force outside 
themselves: such is the poet’s fundamental character, that of a worker 
. . . For the poet to take advantage of poetry or apply it toward his own 
achievements is a despicable act, and to think that poetry is an individual 
construction of and for oneself is a psychological obscenity . . . truly 
great poetry belongs to no man, all it does is borrow the poet and his 
name to descend into a concrete time. this is verily an honor incompa-
rable to anything else—the question is whether we are ready for it.

The Poet’s Innate Receptiveness and His Divine Qualities

of the two authors, han is also the one who has most to say about the 
qualities that make the poet receptive to poetry’s advent:4

narrow-minded, headstrong, arrogant, self-satisfied people and the like 
have no predestined relation to poetry . . . this is all the more so for 
those who hesitate and waver, carelessly running hither and thither, op-
portunistic and bent on intrigue, and without peace of mind. poetry will 
not flutter down like a leaf off a tree onto their deceitful heads. as poets, 

3 han 1997. 被动, literally ‘be moved,’ is usually translated as passive. in itself, 
this would work well here: “they work mechanically and passively....” i have ren-
dered it as are moved by a force outside themselves in light of han’s play on the ambiguity 
later in this passage, when he dwells on the poet’s “potential for being moved.”

4 han 1997. Cf han 1995a: 85.
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we need first of all to concentrate and never be the least bit indolent, 
and then to vacate ourselves, just like vacating a house, not leaving any 
preconceived ideas in there . . . Whether or not the poem will alight is a 
matter for it to decide, a mysterious matter from high up and far away. 
all we can do is hope to be the lucky ones, and hold out our bodies of 
flesh and blood to take in its arrow-like, brilliant rays of light.

this is one of several occasions where han’s imagery echoes the 
very grandiloquence he sets out to deconstruct in the work of others, 
through his poetry and his poetics alike. What appears to be the earli-
est record of his poetics is included in Young Poets on Poetry (青年诗人谈
诗, 1985), edited by lao Mu. han’s contribution was likely written in 
the early 1980s. he may well have had the obscure poets in mind for 
this indignant outburst:5

spiritual life in poor China of all places has now produced this bunch of 
unbearably vulgar noblemen. laughable? lamentable! Where are the 
poetic qualities of being plain and unadorned, and of being at the source 
of things? how to explain that the popular and the primitive possess 
continuing, immense artistic charm? how to explain what it means to 
“return to the real and revert to the simple”?

in order to be among those who may hope to find themselves exposed 
to what han calls poetry’s brilliant rays of light, one must be endowed 
with qualities of poethood that are innate. in an interview with liu 
ligan and Zhu Wen (1994), han says:6

the poet’s character, his potential, the particular factor he embodies 
from the very beginning, that mysterious thing comes to him naturally  
[天然, literally ‘in heavenly manner’] . . . our efforts are merely to re-
lease these things to the fullest possible extent.

Yu Jian pays more attention to what happens once poetry has chosen 
the poet. throughout his poetics, Yu’s primary concern is with lan-
guage and its relationship to the poet. early on, in a contribution to Po-
etry Monthly following the 1986 Youth poetry Conference, he puts forth 
the notion of the feel of language (语感) as the poet’s distinguishing 
characteristic, which han Dong accepts and supports in their “Con-
versation.” Yu concurs with han on the innateness of poethood:7

5 lao Mu 1985b: 125.
6 han & liu & Zhu 1994: 114.
7 Yu Jian 1986; see also 1989a: 1-2 and 1988. i follow simon patton’s translation 

of 语感 as the feel of language (Yu Jian 1996: 65).
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the most important thing in poetry is the feel of language . . . the feel of 
language is not an abstract form, but a meaningful form poured into the 
rhythm of the poet’s inner life . . . 

the feel of language is not something one obtains through searching or 
cultivation or reconceptualization. it is something one is born with. it 
belongs only to the true poet.

the poet’s innate qualities—what han Dong calls the poet’s potential 
and Yu Jian the feel of language—are more than just a talent: they 
make the poet a godlike being. in the concluding paragraphs of “after 
three Worldly roles” (三个世俗角色之后, 1989), han writes:8

the poet doesn’t exist as a person bound to any historical moment, he is 
an emissary of god, of the divine. his link to the earth is not horizontal 
but vertical, from up there to down below, from heaven to the human 
world to hell and back . . . the barriers he encounters are those of the 
flesh because these keep him from living the life of an immortal. But his 
real goal is not that of the flesh . . .

the poet is like god in that he forever creates being from nothingness, 
he deeply loves illusory things, forever facing the infinite un-arrived and 
un-known. the only difference is that god took just six days to create the 
world (resting on the seventh), but the poet will take a lifetime to write a 
book of poetry, and to make the most of that rare divine quality of his.

as to the poet’s divine status, Yu Jian says in “rebuild the spirit of 
poetry” (重建诗歌精神, 1989):9

the poet’s role is no longer that of the model personality of god or of a 
pastor, he is the reader’s friend . . . he doesn’t instruct, instead merely 
expressing his own most authentic life experience.

in “rebuild,” Yu Jian partakes in a favorite activity of Chinese poets 
throughout the modern period when he announces the advent of a 
new era starting with his own generation. according to Yu, features of 
the new poetry include cool objectivity, intimacy and ordinariness, as 
well as the reflection of authentic life experience, even if it be oppres-
sive, lowly and vulgar. he sets these things off against aspirations to 
loftiness and purity on the part of unnamed fellow poets whom he rel-
egates to a past that begins with “May Fourth” literature but doesn’t 
stop in, say, 1942, with Mao Zedong’s “talks at the Yan’an Forum on 

8 han 1989: 20. i have rendered 未来 [‘the future’] 和未知 as the un-arrived and 
un-known to retain the parallelism of the original.

9 Yu Jian 1989d: 63-64.
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literature and art,” or in 1949, when the Maoist view of literature be-
came government policy in the people’s republic; it doesn’t stop even 
in 1978, with the emergence of the avant-garde in the pages of Today. 
thus, Yu effectively lumps together poets from the republican era, 
state-sanctioned Maoist orthodoxy and the 1980s as obsolete, a pow-
erful rhetorical move that he repeats more or less explicitly in several 
of his other essays.10 among his fellow 1980s poets he clearly targets 
obscure poetry, but most of all authors associated with the elevated 
cult of the late 1980s, which was at a high point when he wrote the 
essay.
 Yu’s comments on the poet’s divine status are typical of his own 
and han Dong’s poetics, in that both distinguish implicitly between 
an abstract, idealized concept of the poet on the one hand, and its 
 (in) au t hen tic manifestations on the other. according to Yu, inauthen-
tic poets “whose role is no longer that of god” lose the godlike status 
they have arrogated to themselves; authentic poets of the new era, 
including Yu Jian, don’t seek after such status to begin with.
 a few years on, in “What should the poet Do?” (诗人何为, 1993), 
Yu appears much less adverse to notions of the poet as god:11

it looks as though in this world, the poet always plays the role of one of-
fering spiritual redemption. i certainly won’t deny that today, at a time 
when the dominant discourse and the set of values it has constructed are 
on the verge of collapse, there is a need for new gods to guide us . . .

great, healthy poetry will guide us to escape from the spiritual hell of 
utopianism, and to return in health and freedom to man’s “here and 
now.”

utopianism is one of the attributes that constitute the elevated aes-
thetic in the eyes of its critics, as discussed in chapter one.
 in 1994, in an interview with Zhu Wen, Yu describes the mature 
poet as one of divine vigor (神性奕奕), a rewriting of the expression 
神采奕奕 ‘glowing with health and vigor.’12 in “the light of poet-
ry, Cutting through the Chinese language” (穿越汉语的诗歌之光, 
1999) Yu calls poets divinities (神灵) and emissaries of the divine who 
operate language. “the light” was one of the key texts in the popu-

10 esp Yu Jian 1998a.
11 Dated 1993 and likely a journal publication around that time. included in Yu 

Jian 1997b: 235-238.
12 Yu Jian & Zhu 1994: 129.
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lar-intellectual polemic: note the derogatory use of intellectual in the 
passage cited below. in the same essay, Yu also presents the notion 
of poets’ Writing (诗人写作), presumably as undertaken by the “true 
poet” we have encountered earlier. this confirms the poet’s divine 
status:13

how could there be any kind of writing that is even higher than poets’ 
Writing? poets’ Writing is writing that sits atop all other types of writing. 
poets’ Writing is a divine not an intellectual type of writing.

The Making of the Poem

the actual making of the poem is a subject on which han Dong has 
little to say. We recall his description of the poet as someone who is 
under the illusion of having engaged in an act of creation, but is really 
no more than a mechanical, passive medium. han’s “ten aphorisms 
or sayings on poetry” (关于诗歌的十条格言或语录, 1995) includes 
similar observations:14

the direction of poetry is from above to below. it drifts through the 
air, dimly discernible, and because of gravity caused by the waiting and 
longing of the one who writes [写作者], it lands amid men. poetry isn’t 
downward digging, it isn’t coal. the one who writes is not a laborer. he 
must abandon any attitude of using force.

Without detracting from the importance of the poet’s innate receptive-
ness to poetry, Yu Jian gives him a much more active role and depicts 
him as engaged in an activity that does in fact lead to association with 
the downward digging han Dong says is useless. in “the light,” Yu 
offers this illustration of poets’ Writing:15

a few days ago, in Kunming, in the area around Wucheng road,  
i picked up a carved, wooden window frame from amid some rubble. at 
the time, a few people standing around nearby disdainfully watched me 
as i tied the decrepit old thing onto my bicycle—maybe they thought 
i meant to take it as firewood. having been exposed to long years of 
smoke, it had become pitch-black. the next day at noon, in the sun,  
i cleaned it . . . and the original window, long obscured from view under 
a thick layer of soot, emerged at last. only then did i discover that in 

13 Yu Jian 1999b: 13-16.
14 han 1995: 85. simon patton has translated this essay in its entirety (han 

2007).
15 Yu Jian 1999b: 10.
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between the regular squares, the carving included several flowers . . . 
that’s when i suddenly heard the sound of the chisel in the hands of 
the carpenter who had long ago created [创作] the window, and i saw 
the flowers opening up one by one under his hands. My state of mind at 
the time, i believe, was the same as that of the carpenter. it was one of 
creation [造物 ‘the divine force that created the universe,’ ‘nature’], of 
having removed any obstructions to seeing the true nature of the world. 
in the eyes of others a piece of wood is but a piece of wood, a window or 
just firewood—but in the eyes of the poet it is a flower garden. now that 
is a poet, and that is poetry . . .

poets’ Writing is a thing of humility and ordinariness . . .

this passage is consistent with the following pronouncement made in 
“retreat from Metaphor: poetry as Method” (从隐喻后退: 作为方法
的诗歌, 1997), an essay foreshadowed in “tradition, Metaphor and 
other things” (传统, 隐喻及其他, 1995)16—and equally deceptive in 
its concreteness, since Yu speaks in the very metaphors from which he 
urges retreat, by likening poetry to carpentry. “retreat” is typical of 
his incessant attacks on elevated, tragic-heroic and romanticist poet-
ics, and of his overriding concern with language:17

the poet is no talented scholar [才子], not a so-called king of the spirit, 
nor one who endures suffering bearing a cross on his back. the poet is a 
craftsman in his workplace, a specialized manipulator of language.

the concrete act of writing implies a rejection of the traditional inclina-
tion to represent writing as a mystery (in China, many poets will declare 
they can only write in autumn or by the light of the moon) . . .

the cross on the poet’s back is one of several examples of the use of 
Christian imagery and terminology in contemporary Chinese poetics, 
and is part of a larger discourse of poetry as religion, noted by Yeh in 
her discussion of the elevated cult of poetry.18 But it occurs in earthly 
quarters too, reinforcing their own (re)construction of the sacred in 
poetry: for example, in han Dong’s reference to the biblical story of 
genesis, cited earlier.
 incidentally, we should make no easy assumptions about the mean-
ing—in the broadest sense—of Christian imagery and terminology 
within the particular discourse of the Chinese avant-garde or (modern) 

16 Yu Jian 1995c.
17 Yu Jian 1997a: 72.
18 Yeh 1996a, esp 53-57.
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Chinese culture at large and their historical context, since “Western” 
and “Chinese” usage may differ substantially in this respect. But this 
issue lies outside the scope of the present inquiry.

Language Usage

the making of the poem brings us to the issue of language usage. in 
chapters two and seven we have seen that as poets, han Dong and 
Yu Jian are best known for their employment of so-called colloquial 
language, as opposed to formal or bookish language, and that they 
are often referred to as Colloquial poets, even if this label represents 
a simplification of their art. in the interview with liu and Zhu, han 
Dong says:19

the basic language of my poetry is the modern Chinese spoken lan-
guage . . . of course, you can’t say my language is the exact same thing 
as everyday conversation, but its fountainhead clearly lies in the spoken 
language . . . if our language were the result of inbreeding within the 
written language, it would progressively lose its usability, wither and be-
come insipid and move toward extinction . . .

Yu Jian, too, has commented at length on the virtues of the collo-
quial. he links the opposition of formal versus colloquial language on 
the one hand with an opposition of the standard language versus 
 regional languages (普通话 versus 方言, usually translated as Modern 
Standard Chinese and dialect)20 and an opposition of the north versus the 
south, on the other. this passage comes from the opening paragraph 
of “the hard and soft of the tongue of poetry: on two Different 
Directions in the language of Contemporary poetry” (诗歌之舌的硬
与软: 关于当代诗歌的两类语言向度, 1998):21

especially in the south, the standard language may have effectively 
made its way into the written language, but it has never thoroughly done 
so for the spoken language. Dialect is always capable of effectively dis-
pelling the standard language: indeed, this has become an everyday 
language game among people . . . the standard language has hardened 

19 han & liu & Zhu 1994: 119.
20 Regional language is the preferred scholarly translation of 方言. hereafter i ren-

der it as dialect to situate the issue within the popular socio-political and cultural dis-
course of which it is a part and to avoid using language in the translation of both 
terms, which Yu employs contrastively.

21 Yu Jian 1998a: 1. Cf inwood 2008: 218-224.
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a certain part of Chinese, while the soft side of Chinese has been main-
tained through the spoken language. these are two states of one and the 
same tongue: hard and soft, tense and flaccid, narrow and broad....

Yu Jian is one of remarkably few contemporary Chinese poets who 
engage in more than a fleeting way with linguistic, political and artistic 
implications of national language policy. the considerable differences 
between the standard language and various dialects clearly have a 
bearing on the poetic practice of native dialect speakers. some feel 
that they inevitably “switch to the standard language” when writing 
poetry, which ultimately makes recitation in their native dialect prob-
lematic. recent years, however, have seen a rise in the status of dialect 
writing and recitation, as well as growing interest in the poetic poten-
tial of the Chinese script as a regional quality distinguishing Chinese 
from other languages.
 Yu depicts the standard language and those who allow the stan-
dard language to rule their poetic practice as having hegemonic am-
bitions. the issue is linked to his vision of modern Chinese poetry as 
having become a rigidified, all-encompassing and ultimately politically 
motivated system of clichés in which the distance between signifier and 
signified has reached unacceptable lengths. For the presentation of 
these ideas in “retreat,” his use of linguistic and literary terminology 
is questionable. rather than as scholarly writing, however, we should 
take the essay as a rhetorical intervention.
 this is clear from the opening paragraphs, when Yu tells a story 
that is as infectious as it is nonsensical, and contingent on the peculiari-
ties of (modern) Chinese rather than any intrinsic qualities of poetry. 
he relates how the first human being to see the sea 海 h©i uttered the 
near-homophonic 嗨 h§i, an exclamation which is normally equivalent 
to heave ho but is here presented as one of surprise and awe at the sight 
of the sea, and an expression of authentic experience. By way of a 
counter-pun, we might translate 嗨 as “see!”. as soon as the original 
seer—the resonance in this image of the poeta vates is more appropriate 
than Yu’s reputation as desecrator might suggest—passes this sound 
on to others whom he tries to tell about the sea, the word is dislodged 
from the thing, (poetic) expression is alienated from authentic experi-
ence, and the rule of “metaphor” (隐喻) begins. in Yu Jian’s usage, 
metaphor can mean anything from simile, symbol and imagery at 
large to fixed expression or cliché. these things are presented in con-
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tradistinction to the original act of naming (命名) and naming anew 
(重新命名), with the latter two notions denoting good poetry.
 in spite of glaring holes in the argument, the message is clear when 
Yu laments the fact that whereas the original namer said “sea/e!”, 
modern poets have been conditioned to exclaim “eternal and vast!” 
(永恒而辽阔!) instead. thus, Yu writes, conventional representation 
in language controls the poet, in a system rooted in a massive literary-
cultural history that is a millstone around his neck.
 according to Yu, things should be the other way around. as he says 
in the interview with Zhu Wen:22

the mature poet isn’t manipulated by the magical powers of language; 
he soberly, coolly, rationally controls those powers instead. his method 
is to construct language amid its deconstruction.

in “retreat,” Yu Jian extends the deconstruction of language to that 
of metaphor, reconfirming that in his scheme of things, the two are dif-
ficult to disentangle. here are some of the operative passages:23

poetry is a language game that exterminates metaphor . . .

poetry is the dissection of language.

to reject metaphor is to reject the metaphor hegemony of our mother 
tongue, to reject the dominant discourse. rejecting the metaphor system 
it imposes, the poet should write from inside a position of questioning 
and resisting the mother tongue’s heaven-granted powers. Writing is the 
disposal and elimination of metaphor trash . . .

as a subjective, made-up world, the poem offers a linguistic reality that 
constitutes a method for removing the imagination, for removing illu-
sions and romanticism, for removing utopia and the beauty of evil [恶
之美] . . .

 With regard to poetry’s fundamental direction of writing, there are two 
kinds. one is poetry made of words that “advance” [前进], the other is 
poetry made of words that “retreat” [后退].

“the beauty of evil” is a reference to Baudelaire’s The Flowers of Evil 
(les Fleurs du Mal), one of several oft-cited foreign influences on con-
temporary Chinese poetry, whose alleged worship by intellectual po-
ets is a source of anger to Yu Jian—as noted in chapter three, he has 
called haizi’s oeuvre “the Flowers of evil, grown in the Mao era.” 

22 Yu Jian & Zhu 1994: 129-130. see also Yu Jian & De Meyer 1995: 29.
23 Yu Jian 1997a: 71-73.
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the word translated as advance also means ‘progressive,’ with strong 
connotations of prC political orthodoxy. Yu’s notions of advance and 
retreat run parallel to the analogous oppositions in his essay on the 
hard and the soft, noted above: the formal versus the colloquial, the 
standard language versus dialect and the north versus the south.

What Is the Poem to the Reader?

What is the poem once it has been written, that is: to the reader? how 
does the encounter of poem and reader work? in “ten aphorisms,” 
han Dong says:24

poetry has nothing to do with learning . . . For their communication, the 
one who writes and the one who reads [阅读者] rely on innocence, not 
learning. it is certainly not the case that a good writer has more of a right 
to speak on poetry than a good reader . . . a good reader is definitely 
superior to a second-rate writer.

But as is true for other contemporary Chinese poets, neither han 
Dong’s nor Yu Jian’s poetics is reader-oriented. in a somewhat con-
tradictory formula, Yu holds that25

the mature poet definitely doesn’t aim at readers or other poets from his 
own time, he doesn’t even see those people, he only writes for language, 
he forces the reader to accept his way of speaking, but he does so by 
“caress” . . .

nor do han and Yu expect the reader to bring the poem to life or, 
more generally, consider the possibility of slippage or discrepancies 
between authorial intent and the reader’s experience. according to 
Yu,26

in the poet’s subconscious, there is a living sediment formed under the 
influence of the society in which he finds himself, and the politics, culture 
and religion of the times as well as his family’s hereditary features, his-
tory, aesthetic values and all that he has personally observed . . . all the 
poet needs to do is combine his intuitions into a meaningful form, into 
the feel of language, and his life will find expression . . .

24 han 1995a: 85.
25 Yu Jian & Zhu 1994: 129-130.
26 Yu Jian 1986.
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Yu thus emphatically situates expression of the poet’s life in a social 
context. similarly, in their 1986 “Conversation,” he says to han:27

the poet’s view of human life and his social consciousness . . . will all 
naturally be revealed in his language . . .

recorded around the same time, han Dong’s words in the Youth po-
etry Conference report in Poetry Monthly recall a traditional Chinese 
poetics even more strongly:28

in a truly good poem we can see the author’s soul, his way of life and his 
understanding of the world.

han doesn’t see poetry as a vehicle for conveying content that can 
somehow be isolated from the rest of the poem:

all this must blend into the poem, as opposed to being expressed through 
the form of poetry.

“Miracles and Foundations” (奇迹和根据, 1988) shows that han at-
taches central importance to poetic form, albeit in abstract terms:29

poetry isn’t established for the perfection of one type of culture or an-
other . . . poetry has more profound goals, namely to bestow form on the 
world. to explain poetic form one may need the help of culture. alter-
natively, it is possible that such explanation only exists within the entity 
we call culture. But explanation cannot replace form . . . poetry as the 
existence of form is transcendental and independent of anything outside 
itself. it is related directly to the soul of humankind, it is the soul’s activ-
ity and its need . . . it is the formed existence of the emotional relation 
between humankind and the world.

in “Conversation,” han reiterates the inseparability of form and con-
tent. here, he speaks not of the soul of humankind, but of that of the 
individual—or rather, of the souls of two individuals, in a modern-day 
version of the traditional Chinese notion of the poem as a means to the 
end of getting to know the poet:30

When you read a truly good poem, you will feel the intimacy of another 
heart. this is not just a resonance . . . you use your soul to experience 
the authenticity of another soul, a living soul. poetry doesn’t express 
anything, it is in itself a person’s soul, it is life. and even if it expressed 

27 Yu Jian & han 1988: 76.
28 han 1986.
29 han 1988: 51.
30 Yu Jian & han 1988: 76.
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anything, that thing could only be expressed in this particular form. the 
entire sense of beauty in poetry is instilled in it by individual life, and 
then experienced by another concrete life. otherwise, poetry has no 
meaning whatsoever. i cannot conceive of a poetry that doesn’t bear the 
signs of life yet has aesthetic value.

The Poet Vis-à-Vis His “Worldly” Surroundings

Whereas both han Dong’s and Yu Jian’s ideas lead to association with 
a traditional Chinese poetics in that they situate poetry and its inter-
action with the reader in a social context, they insist that the poet is 
under no obligation to take on any social role, and that he should in 
fact actively avoid doing so. in “after three Worldly roles,” han 
finds fault with his contemporaries for being “political, cultural and 
historical animals,” even if this status is to some extent forced upon 
them by their environment. he exhorts them to break free. the essay 
is a caustic, bitter piece:31

in a politicized country, everything can be understood from a political 
angle. Developments outside politics in the sphere of art often remain 
unknown. people aren’t interested, and they don’t have the energy. so 
Chinese and foreigners trying to understand things Chinese all believe 
that there is no art in [contemporary] China . . . 

Bei Dao’s success has been misconstrued in precisely this manner. Bei 
Dao himself recognizes that his success derives in large part from politi-
cal pressures. later, we were disappointed by the way he took advantage 
of the situation. then again, all efforts toward subsistence and immortal-
ity as a human being are permitted . . .

Bei Dao never took advantage of the Chinese, but he did take advantage 
of the Westerners, and this is essentially the same thing . . .

if we want to cast off the tragic role of the political animal, we must also 
discard all attempts to gain fame and fortune from it . . .

Westerners don’t know about China, and they have no wish to know. 
Westerners harbor colonialist demands of China to this day. to make 
this claim for the spiritual realm is by no means an exaggeration. the 
Chinese are still taken as rare cultural animals that live on a patch of 
ancient earth for strictly decorative purposes. this is all there is to the 
Westerners’ view of the Chinese.

31 han 1989: 18-19.
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Chinese human beings can only adopt the standpoint of Chinese human 
beings. anything else falls outside their lot. the standpoint of human 
beings per se is the monopoly of the West . . .

this is how the Chinese have been stripped of their right to be human 
beings. if you are not contented with being a lower animal, fine: then 
you can be a richly mysterious cultural animal—that’s what the Chinese 
are. that’s how a Cheng has gained the Westerners’ trust . . .

once we have cast off the two roles of the brilliant political animal and 
the mysterious cultural animal, we arrive at the forefront of artistic  
creation. here lies another pitfall: the role of the profound historical 
animal.

like certain other claims by han and Yu, especially the more po-
lemical, han’s comments on Bei Dao and a Cheng are debatable, not 
to say untenable or at best misleadingly incomplete. as for Bei Dao, 
much has been said about the politics of his poetry in every sense of 
the word, in detailed studies of his work such as those by Bonnie Mc-
Dougall and li Dian as well as in the debates on the issue of uneven 
exchange between modern Chinese literature and other literatures 
mentioned in chapters one and Four.32 suffice it to note that in 2003, 
fourteen years after his comments on Bei Dao in “after three Worldly 
roles,” han Dong says in an interview with Chang li that his own 
generation’s attempt to break free from the overwhelming influence of 
Bei Dao and obscure poetry in the 1980s “may well be called an act 
of patricide.”33

 in the interview with liu and Zhu, han reiterates his disapproval of 
Chinese poets who make political repression their selling point. at the 
same time, he acknowledges that political pressure on poets in China 
is real, and a terrible thing. asked about avant-garde poets as “dissi-
dents” holding radical political views, he says:34

this is first of all determined by political life in our country. if a poet 
doesn’t toe the line and insists on his own artistic position, he will be 
misunderstood by the outside world, and hated by jealous fellow poets 
. . . an important feature of political life in our country is its regard for 
stability and unity. anything alien, unusual, outstanding or rebellious 
constitutes a threat to the political order. hence, if our poetry doesn’t 
fit in with mass [culture] and has its own ideas and individuality, per-

32 McDougall 1985, li Dian 2006.
33 han & Chang 2003.
34 han & liu & Zhu 1994: 114-115. Cf han & Zhu 1993: 69.
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haps even wants to give expression to unconstrained abnormalities and 
demands to be circulated and spread around, this will of course lead to 
commotion . . . unconventional avant-garde literature’s conflict with 
politics is a totally normal thing . . . under these special political circum-
stances, those who insist on their individual artistic pursuits will in fact 
run into problems . . . the obstacles and the pressure can be formidable, 
even deadly.

in “the life and times of Them” (《他们》, 人和事, 1992), which first 
appeared in the post-1989 revival of Today outside China and was later 
excerpted for domestic publication in Poetry Exploration (1994), han as-
serts again that the poet has absolutely no “non-poetic”—political, 
social, moral—responsibilities, and that writing “to establish poetry 
in its own right” is by no means a form of escapism. in one of the 
most solemn, moralizing parts of a poetics that regularly bespeaks the 
romanticist, tragic heroism han has a reputation for condemning in 
others, he writes:35

in an era full of temptations, it is all the more important that the poet 
adopt a stance of rejection and a lonely countenance. he must return 
to writing by himself. any act or thought inspired by his judging the 
hour and sizing up the situation or being zealous for the common weal 
will damage his character as a poet. he is out of keeping with the times, 
he has no foundation to fall back on, and what’s more, he will never 
adapt. his cause is god’s cause, the creation of being from nothingness 
but without any practical use. he has no support and no one responds 
to him. and if these things do happen, they have nothing to do with 
him. he must understand all this. his writing is for the soul, it is art, 
it is absolute, and that’s all there is to it. he must treasure and respect  
himself.

Yet, typically, han warns against self-importance on the poet’s part:

the relation of the poet and the reader should really be that of the poem 
and the reader. there’s no need for the poet to appear. to read your 
poetry the reader need not know about your life, about what you are 
and do outside your poetry. if a poet actively seeks a part in poet-reader 
relations i feel that he’s after a kind of stardom that is way beyond his 
reach.

Yu Jian, too, habitually remarks on the poet’s roles and characteristics 
throughout his poetics. in “the poet and his Fate” (诗人及其命运, 
1999), he decries the fact that starting in the song dynasty, the poet 

35 han 1992b: 199-200. Cf han & Zhu 1993: 71-72.
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began to “ascend” (上升) and see himself as being “higher” than the 
poem, as he became conscious of the heaven-granted right to speak 
that had been his since antiquity but had until then not been consid-
ered his “abstract privilege,” that is: something that made him special. 
Yu finds that in certain quarters this trend continues into the present, 
“making the poet more important than the poem,” as manifest in the 
disproportional attention paid to “the death of the poet.” this is one 
of Yu’s regular allusions to the media hypes following the suicides of 
his contemporaries haizi, ge Mai and gu Cheng.
 in contrast to what he describes as the poet’s unjustified self-impor-
tance, Yu Jian paints a grim picture of current social (dis)regard for the 
poet:36

the poet is a man of magical powers. When as a young man i traveled 
through Yunnan province, i saw many indigenous tribes. i learned that 
the sorcerers in these tribes on the Yunnan earth constituted the soul of 
the tribespeople, their history, the presence of their mother tongue—
but a soul that resided outside everyday life and only functioned any 
longer on the occasion of festivals and celebrations, to recall people’s 
memory, their shame and their dignity, their gratitude and their fears. 
the difference with the sorcerers of antiquity was that then, too, they 
were the organizers of activities to establish contact with ghosts, but all 
other members of the tribe would also take part in those activities. But 
things are different now. either the sorcerer occupies a position above 
all others in the tribe or he has been completely forgotten. i saw not a 
few Yunnan sorcerers and they were invariably the poorest and loneliest 
people in the tribe. that is the poet’s fate—and a matter in which he has 
no choice . . .

earlier in “the poet and his Fate” and in other essays, Yu claims 
somewhat questionably that poetry was a central, ubiquitous element 
of ordinary people’s everyday life in traditional Chinese societies up to 
the song dynasty.
 he goes on to predict that in a globalizing world the first person to 
be forgotten will be the poet, who has become “a tour guide in a mu-
seum.” however,

the real poet should resist the poet’s fate as it takes shape in this our 
time . . . the poet should refuse to ascend, and sink low [堕落] instead. 
sinking low is a word that moves [动词] for which one needs a certain 
weight. it is harder than ascending.

36 Yu Jian 1999c: 81-83.
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My rendition of 动词 ‘verb’ as word that moves is informed by Yu’s con-
scious, literal employment of linguistic terminology in his poetry and 
his poetics alike, as noted in chapter six. his use of 堕落, which of-
ten means ‘degenerate,’ is presumably intended to ridicule the poet’s 
noble calling, in the eyes of others, to “ascend” to higher spheres.
 While han Dong’s variety of the poet’s loneliness is of the proud 
and glorious kind, Yu considers it part of a miserable fate that the 
poet should work to turn around. he agrees with han on the practi-
cal uselessness of poetry—which, in a reference to Zhuangzi, makes it 
ultimately useful on less tangible, superior levels:37

poetry should be useful to human life. in the use of being useless lies the 
use of poetry [无用之用，就是诗歌之用].

Enemies of Poetry and of the Authentic Poet

We noted earlier that han Dong and Yu Jian distinguish implicitly 
between an abstract, idealized concept of the poet and this concept’s 
(in)authentic manifestations on the contemporary poetry scene. espe-
cially the latter prompt them to dwell frequently on what han Dong 
identifies in “on the popular” (论民间, 1999) as three “big beasts” 
(庞然大物) threatening the real, right kind of poetry.38 “on the popu-
lar” was a key text in the popular-intellectual polemic, and typical of 
what i have called an earthly cult of poetry. the big beasts are: the 
system, the Market and the West. the system denotes official cultural 
policy, orthodox literature and state-sanctioned ideology; the Market, 
the all-pervading commercialization of Chinese life; and the West is 
emphatically inclusive of foreign sinologists. especially han’s and Yu’s 
anti-Western sentiments have strong anti-intellectual overtones that 
were made more acute by the polemic. let’s review some enemies of 
poetry—and hence of the authentic poet, as poetry’s true disciple—as 
they are perceived by han and Yu.
 Yu Jian, interviewed by Zhu Wen, feels that in China the corrup-
tion of traditional views of poetry has led to insufficient respect for the 
genre. this is visible in the arrogance of those who cannot claim true 

37 Chuang-tzu�  1981: 75. i follow graham’s translation of 无用之用.
38 han 1999: 7, 10. han frequently uses 民间 as a noun.
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literary skills yet continue to write—including political leaders—and, 
by extension, in types of literature sanctioned by the system:39

the Chinese tradition takes poetry as a type of everyday karaoke for 
expressing emotion and articulating what is on the mind intently. people 
will not lightly engage in dance, musical composition, painting or writing 
novels, but no one feels any inhibitions about writing poetry . . . in this 
millennia-old poetry country, poetry is no longer a specialized art. From 
leaders to common folk, it is an everyday laxative they “love to hear 
about and use themselves.” in China, among those that have gone to 
school, there are but few who haven’t written a couple of poems.

By contrast, reporting on his impressions of the 1997 rotterdam 
 poetry international festival, Yu writes:40

there, the poet isn’t the object of sarcasm from the masses, nor a kara-
oke artist performing for the masses and much less an obsequious servant 
to the throne—but one possessing deeply revered wisdom that is both 
ancient and novel.

as for commercialization, han Dong launches into a characteristical-
ly grim, didactic exposition in response to liu ligan and Zhu Wen’s 
questions:41

the bigger picture behind commercialization is something to disapprove 
of . . . in ancient times the standpoint of the artists was one of opposi-
tion to commercialization, but nowadays they’re reduced to a handful 
of people who are out of keeping with the times. it is definitely not as 
some people claim: “What’s wrong with commercialization? Commer-
cialization makes those who were unfit for writing to begin with go into 
business, and those who persevere will prove to be born artists” . . . this 
is nothing but a rationalized explanation . . . if a poet has a strong de-
sire for money and is a gifted artist, under the present circumstances his 
desire for money will of course harm his writing. Commercialization is 
doubtless an obstacle to writing in every respect. What are the intentions 
of people who attempt to come up with rationalized explanations? one 
problem is that under the pressures of commercialization, one’s energy 
for writing is scattered . . . and completion of the work will be manipu-
lated by principles that are external to art. if you have no readers, your 
work cannot turn into money and consequently has no value . . . Many 
people will invoke supporting evidence to say that in Western countries, 
every single artistic act is to do with commerce and is realized inside a 
commercialized system, and hence China’s ongoing commercialization 

39 Yu Jian & Zhu 1994: 129-130.
40 Yu Jian 2004d: 302.
41 han & liu & Zhu 1994: 122.
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is not a bad thing for the poets and is indeed entirely reasonable and nec-
essary. something that is so common in the West cannot be questioned: 
the West’s today is China’s tomorrow. it’s hard to believe that poets’ and 
politicians’ judgment of historical values is in fact totally consistent . . .

as it happens, Yu Jian is one of those who “come up with rationalized 
explanations.” in the interview with Zhu Wen he says:42

Commercialization cannot subjugate poetry. it will in fact subjugate a 
whole bunch of “talented scholars.” only in a commercialized society 
will the real poetry survive.

as for the West as an enemy of poetry, han and Yu often object to 
what they see as admiration for, submission to and slavish imitation 
of Western models on the part of contemporary Chinese poets, rather 
than to the West or Western poetry per se. in “Brushtalk at the old 
sluice” (古闸笔谈, 1993), co-authored with Zhu Wen—brushtalk 
meaning a dialogue in writing—han says:43

every writer must start from reading. Well, these days the works that 
possess the most authority and persuasive power are of course transla-
tions. We all deeply feel that we have no tradition to fall back on: the 
great classical Chinese literary or written tradition seems valid no longer 
. . . we have become orphans in the literary tradition.

to seek consolation, as if by prior agreement everyone has turned to 
the West. how to graft oneself onto the Western literary tradition has 
become the main orientation in the efforts of many poets these days, so 
as to make themselves strong, and to “march toward the world.” sadly, 
these efforts can only reach their goal indirectly, through translation. 
For our writing we study translations and then imitate them to write the 
same sort of thing. and then, this has to be translated yet again into eng-
lish or other languages, to occupy the “international market” . . . they 
cunningly replace the literary traditions of humankind with the Western 
literary tradition, and believe it to be incomparably superior, purely to 
advance their own interests.

in “starting from My reading” (从我的阅读开始, 1996), however, 
han no longer takes a dim view of Western influence:44

Works by Western authors constitute a large portion of the literature 
that i’ve read . . . therefore, some people have designated our genera-
tion as one “raised on wolf’s milk” . . . but this expression has no real 

42 Yu Jian & Zhu 1994: 134.
43 han & Zhu 1993: 71.
44 han 1996: 35.
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significance for the debate and it may even confuse the issues that we are 
faced with.

he emphasizes that all his reading, wherever it “comes from,” is in the 
modern Chinese language. Citing fellow nanjing poet lu Yang, he 
notes the possibility of Western literature in modern Chinese transla-
tion being less “foreign” to present-day Chinese readers than texts in 
classical Chinese.
 of the two poets, Yu makes the more fiercely anti-Western state-
ments, in the sense outlined above. one of his favorite targets is (Chi-
nese) exile poetry:45

i’m afraid this is not exile literature like that of Joseph Brodsky. When 
poets of the Chinese language go to countries of the english language, 
they must necessarily form their own small clique and be their own audi-
ence . . . aside from the Westerners’ respect for the word exile, i’m afraid 
there are few people who actually realize that the exile poets are poets. 
For Chinese poets, exile mostly means fleeing from their existence . . . 
Brodsky didn’t want to leave but was forced to leave. For Chinese exile 
poets, it’s the opposite: they consider it an honor to be in exile in europe 
and america, they will scramble to get in and worry about being left out. 
Why don’t they go into exile in vietnam, or Burma, or tunisia? taking 
pride in exile shows that deep down, their mindset is that of colonized 
men of culture.

stilted as the phrase countries of the English language (英语国家) may be, 
it retains the contrast with the syntactically parallel poets of the Chinese 
language (汉语诗人). “english” is, of course, a questionable metonymy 
for a range of foreign languages.
 in a 1995 interview with Jan De Meyer, when De Meyer asks 
whether June Fourth was a turning point for poetry, Yu says:46

i think it is wrong to link poetry and politics together. there is a limit to 
the influence that changes or revolutions exert on poets. after tianan-
men i got letters from several poets informing me that they would never 
write again. i don’t understand attitudes like that at all. i wrote quite 
some good poetry in 1989. Whatever happens in the world around me, 
i remain a poet before anything else. that doesn’t mean i subscribe 
to an ivory-tower mentality—not at all. as a citizen, as the man in the 
street, i am of course concerned about what happens and i will voice my 
opinions, but as a poet i cannot let myself be dominated by every politi-
cal change of course in China. since 1989 a good number of poets have 

45 Yu Jian & Zhu 1994: 133.
46 Yu Jian & De Meyer 1995: 30.
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left China, but i don’t understand them. look here, Chinese history has 
seen numerous great poets and many of them lived in times of extreme 
brutality and cruelty. Yet they continued to write.

Whatever happened, these people consistently made sure they didn’t lose 
touch with their mother tongue. if a poet allows himself to be separated 
from his mother tongue, how can he write any longer? as a poet, i need 
direct contact with China, its people and its language. that benefits my 
poetry. You know, for some writers tiananmen was just an excuse to get 
out of China. i find that irritating. however badly things may be going 
politically, that should never be an excuse for a poet to flee. and there 
is something else: it’s often precisely the ones in exile, who have severed 
their ties with China, who present themselves in the West as authorities, 
as spokesmen for what is happening in literature in China. and foreign 
countries accept them more or less automatically in this capacity. Makes 
you wonder, doesn’t it?

Yu presents his view of the West and related issues at length in an inter-
view with tao naikan called “Clutch a stone and sink to the Bottom” 
(抱着一块石头沉到底, 1999). the title is a reference to Qu Yuan, 
said to have drowned himself and invoked by Chinese poets through 
the ages as the epitome of extraordinary qualities gone unrecognized: 
moral uprightness in officialdom and—later—patriotic poetic genius, 
even if the latter image requires the retrospective appropriation of Qu 
Yuan’s Chu provenance by a “Chinese” identity. the interview shows 
Yu’s style growing ever more belligerent, rambling and logically prob-
lematic, not to say uninformed and opportunistic. some of his tirades 
appear to aim for rhetorical intimidation of other players on the po-
etry scene and sheer, “loud” visibility, as much as for clarification of 
the issues. notably, Yu certainly has helped clarify the issues over the 
years. his consistent attention to language as a key component of poet-
ics is but one example of his contributions in this respect.
 What Yu Jian says about the West and Chinese poetry when his 
implied audience is domestic is rather different from his occasional 
communications addressed to foreign readers. after much uncritical 
celebration of foreign literatures and literary theories in the 1980s, in 
the 1990s the relationship of the avant-garde and the West became 
the uneasy subject of critical reflection involving issues of (Chinese) 
identity. seen in this light, Yu has a point when he takes some of his 
contemporaries to task for their extreme eagerness to seek foreign pub-
lishing opportunities to “connect” (接轨) with the West—a fashion-
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able phrase with a connotation of manipulative self-advancement.47 
incidentally, Yu himself has always welcomed and indeed solicited for-
eign interest in his work. in 1990, for instance, he acknowledged his 
indebtedness to longfellow, Whitman and Frost in an English preface 
to the third of his unofficial, privately-produced poetry collections in 
Chinese.48 this is but one example of his active courting of foreign at-
tention over the years—and of his familiarity with foreign literatures 
in Chinese translation. there’s nothing wrong with the ambition to 
address an audience larger than the domestic readership. one who 
writes wants to be read, and to be read as widely as possible. But as 
Wang Jiaxin points out, it is remarkable how Yu finds fault with others 
for transgressions against a vaguely nationalist code that apparently 
doesn’t apply to himself.49

 For his domestic audience Yu reserves a different type of rhetoric, 
as seen in the following passage from the interview with tao:50

to non-native speakers english is a second-rate language, but its posi-
tion is that of esperanto, of the standard language of the world. it leads 
toward set patterns for communication, toward standardization, and is 
turning into a computer language, a language that every human being 
can use. i feel that today’s Chinese still retains the poetic nature it had 
in antiquity . . . unlike english, it is not a language that anybody any-
where can simply control. Chinese constitutes an older kind of wisdom, 
a language that’s been poetic in nature ever since it came into being. to 
master it you need an animal intelligence [灵性]. i feel that Chinese per 
se presents a challenge to global integration and materialization.

Yu alludes to the second language that english is to many Chinese 
when, in a casual twist, he calls english “a second-rate language”  
(二流语言). By subsequently comparing it to the failed project of es-
peranto (世界语, literally ‘world language’), he turns the global signifi-
cance of english on its head. at the same time, he hints at its (global) 
hegemonic ambitions through association with the Chinese-domestic 
role of the standard language:

Modernization through the english language [英语现代化] leads to 
“cloning,” to duplication in the fields of economy, culture and modern-
ization—isn’t that what the world is coming to right now? ultimately it 

47 e.g. Yu Jian 1998a and 1999b.
48 Yu Jian 1990.
49 Wang Jiaxin 1999: 48-49.
50 Yu Jian & tao 1999: 80.
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will mean the duplication of human beings. the Chinese language, on 
the other hand, by virtue of its special and regional features and its five-
thousand-year-old poetic nature, cannot become a linguistic tool used 
throughout the world. Chinese is a language that . . . is capable of ar-
riving at another world view than that of Western logic . . . and guiding 
human civilization in a different direction. english provides access to the 
computer; Chinese, to human beings . . . While english leads people to 
move forward toward modernization and turns them into slaves of the 
material, Chinese makes them stay in touch with nature, with the tradi-
tions of antique civilizations and with the old world of all living things.

in “What all true Writing Does is to retreat” (真正的写作都是后
退的, 2001), written together with fiction critic xie Youshun, who 
joined the popular ranks during the polemic, Yu Jian expresses a simi-
lar concern about modernization as a process of copying or derivative 
reproduction (复制):51

other people do the creative work, and only then do you get to share 
in it. now if a high school student who worships the nike swoosh thinks 
like that, or an old lady in a butcher shop who dreams of sending her 
grandson to america to study, or an official in the foreign trade minis-
try, this isn’t necessarily something to hold against them. the problem 
is that today, those guys availing themselves of the Chinese language to 
write poetry think like that, too . . . there are even poetry professors at 
universities who declare that Chinese poetry must force its way [into 
“international writing”], and the standards are controlled by the sinolo-
gists in the developed world . . . My anger is the anger of a poet. if, in 
this country, nationalism now meets with the disdain of all intellectuals, 
then the poet should be the last nationalist. he is the guardian and the 
creator of our mother tongue! i am a mother-tongueist nationalist . . .  
i will forever reject so-called “international writing.”

in the following passage from the interview with tao, leaving the cari-
cature of “the West” aside, one could argue that it is precisely the 
colonized mindset of which Yu Jian accuses his fellow poets that leads 
him to call a series of countries from ireland to latin america “the 
margins.” his identification of the Cultural revolution as a determin-
ing factor for contemporary Chinese poetry sits uneasily with his ear-
lier admonitions to separate poetry from politics:52

51 Yu Jian & xie 2001: 32.
52 Yu Jian & tao 1999: 80.
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having been abroad myself, the feeling i get is that the West is a society 
that has already reached completion, where people enjoy high position 
and live in comfort. Concerns in the early stages of modernization mat-
ter less and less. very few of their poems will excite me, as far as their 
expression of human life and human nature goes. they’re mostly word 
games. in my opinion the good poetry from the West was all written be-
fore the 1960s. now, outstanding authors in this world all come from the 
margins, like ireland, the Czech republic, russia, poland, latin ameri-
ca.... Contemporary Chinese poetry is in fact truly excellent, it’s just that 
it is cultivated inside the boudoir and no one knows about it . . . China 
is a society on which work remains to be done and which therefore still 
brims with creative vitality and all manner of potential. having gone 
through the terrible totalitarianism of the Cultural revolution, Chinese 
poets’ experience of human life is especially profound . . .

in the Chinese context, poetry inside the boudoir brings to mind wom-
en’s writing in imperial times. But whereas premodern women and 
their writing were in many ways effectively kept from public exposure 
by men, it is unclear who should be the ones that imprison the—pre-
dominantly male—Chinese poets in the contemporary period. in spite 
of the incompatibility of avant-garde poetry with orthodox cultural 
policy, most poets have ample publishing opportunities, in unofficial 
and official circuits alike.
 in “the light,” published around the same time as the interview 
with tao, Yu says:53

in the final two decades of the twentieth century, the world’s most out-
standing poets have dwelled in the Chinese language. But on this point 
we remain silent, we keep it a secret and don’t spread the word.

a possible reading of this strange declaration and the image of the 
boudoir is that Yu Jian transforms his frustration over what he feels is 
insufficient recognition for contemporary Chinese poetry into an as-
sertion of its splendid isolation.
 one wonders, who is Yu’s intended audience here? obviously not 
foreigners who don’t read Chinese. he is also unlikely to have sinolo-
gists in mind, whom he has classified as operating on the level of chil-
dren in primary school, albeit in the provocative context of the 1998 
Rupture (断裂) project, which had han Dong and Zhu Wen as its driv-

53 Yu Jian 1999b: 16.
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ing force.54 in Rupture, contemporary fiction writers and poets, several 
of them socially controversial, responded to a questionnaire evaluat-
ing established individuals and institutions in the literary field, from 
lu xun to the Chinese Writers’ association to foreign sinologists. the 
project encouraged iconoclastic responses and dissociation from the 
official literary-historical canon. here’s what han had to say about 
sinologists at the time:55

unless we make contemporary [Chinese] literature stoop to the level of 
alphabetic transcription, the idea that sinologists possess any authority 
is ridiculous. sure, they can make certain things happen, but they more 
often do serious damage out of naivety. the sinologists are a bunch of 
troublemakers.

later, han clarifies what he means by the concession that sinologists 
can make certain things happen: they can help Chinese poets56 

travel to foreign countries to join pen clubs or be poet-in-residence at 
some university . . .

in “ten aphorisms” han depicts sinologists as ignorant of the achieve-
ments of contemporary Chinese poetry, not without some justification. 
We should perhaps add that their numbers are negligible when set off 
against the vast majority of the Chinese domestic reading public, who 
share this ignorance—without succumbing to easy images of margin-
alization, discussed in chapter one. han holds that in China, contem-
porary poetry “has been given the cold shoulder,”57 but he probably 
doesn’t include himself in the “we” that appears below:58

Modern Chinese extends farther than classical Chinese. Classical Chi-
nese lives inside modern Chinese, not the other way around. Modern 
Chinese poetry is not to classical Chinese poetry as ever weaker descen-
dants are to a once-formidable empire on the wane. Classical poetry is 
to modern poetry but an honorable point of departure. these are two 
radically different views of history. Western sinologists are invariably in 
happy agreement with the former, and we, in our turn, are in happy 
agreement with the sinologists. this is a twofold passivity, misunder-
standing and humiliation.

54 see Zhu Wen 1998, han 1998c, Wang Jifang 2000 and Berry 2005. Yu’s re-
mark is found in Wang Jifang 2000: 264.

55 han 1998b. also included in Wang Jifang 2000: 264.
56 han & Chang 2003.
57 han & Chang 2003.
58 han 1995: 85-86.
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the critical angle that Yu Jian and han Dong frequently take on con-
temporaries that they see as corrupted manifestations of poethood is 
best illustrated through some examples of their anti-intellectualism. 
When asked by Zhu Wen about his reputation for being an “angry 
poet,” Yu responds:59

When i occasionally lift my head, sunk in the depths of poetry, to the 
surface of the poetry scene and see so much flotsam and jetsam and 
trash making a racket, there’s no way i can not be angry. in China’s 
poetry circles, especially in the so-called avant-garde clique, i regularly 
have this feeling of being forced to find my place between the others to 
squat in a public toilet. You must write, but at the same time you must 
ensure that your value is in evidence vis-à-vis a big heap of trash . . . 
When you keep hearing that Mr so-and-so, a man of extraordinary 
poetic talent, has recently published a book by cutting-and-pasting some 
of his erudition, and bought himself a new pair of shoes, for 500 Yuan; 
or that . . . this or that poet has run off to this or that foreign country to 
be a dishwasher, you get this feeling inside of having been sold out. it’s 
as if in this country, there’s never anyone that takes poetry seriously . . . 
the image of the poet has by now changed to one of an idler who holds 
forth about culture, whose talents go unrewarded, joyless and depressed, 
pallid and thin, a suicide who cuts down others with an axe . . . and i, 
as the poet that i am, often find myself lumped together with all that by 
naive, muddle-headed and disingenuous readers.

the image of the suicide who cuts down others with an axe is a refer-
ence to gu Cheng’s murder of xie Ye before he killed himself.
 in 2004, when interviewed by Malingshu xiongdi, han Dong is 
similarly outraged:60

the affected, boastful, self-emotionalizing and hypocritical behavior of 
those who insist on their status as “intellectuals” is disgusting to my in-
stincts. in my opinion, the biggest evil is not evil per se but hypocrisy.

in the opening paragraphs of this chapter i noted that in the late 1990s 
han and Yu entered into semi-public conflict. an interview conducted 
with han Dong by Yang li in 2001 shows that by that time, han’s 
angry criticism comes to extend to Yu Jian, the other figurehead in 
the battle against the intellectuals, with whom han had frequently 
been mentioned in the same breath throughout the 1980s and 1990s. 
han finds fault with Yu, especially in the latter’s famously long poems, 

59 Yu Jian & Zhu 1994: 125-126.
60 han & Malingshu xiongdi 2004: 100.
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for being too ambitious and “squandering language,” instead of being 
meticulous about every single word:61

that sort of stuff you don’t even need to read anymore . . . it only wants 
to show how crash-hot this person is . . . Yu Jian is refuting the intellectu-
als in an intellectual way . . . he has lost his own language . . . he wants 
to prove he’s more learned and knowledgeable about the past and the 
present and more cultured than [archetypal “intellectual”] xi Chuan. 
When talking about poetry, he will just carry on about that tang and 
song dynasty stuff . . . aesthetically, too, he has changed direction, he 
wants to prove that he is more cultured and broader-minded than the 
other contenders, he wants to make it bigger than them. essentially, he 
is a traitor, self-satisfied and smug, he has entered that order of things . . .  
i feel that his poetry changed a lot in the 1990s and i feel that this change 
is intellectual in its orientation.

the striking thing about this torrent of incrowd abuse is the image 
of the traitor—which, in turn, recalls its victim Yu Jian’s feeling of 
“having been sold out.” For all han Dong’s earthly, desecrating cre-
dentials, his words depict the poet as one involved in a sacred cause. 
the legitimacy of this involvement, in the Bourdieuian sense, requires 
unconditional loyalty.

2. Metatextual Styles

the conflict between han and Yu emerges around the time of the 
popular-intellectual polemic of 1998-2000. it is noteworthy, for in-
stance, that “on the popular,” han’s most substantial contribution 
to the fracas, contains not a single reference to Yu Jian, who counted 
as the foremost representative of the popular camp. Yu’s conspicuous 
absence tallies with the fact that throughout the essay, han cultivates 
an image of the true poet—and by implication of han himself—as a 
lonely warrior.62

 Yu Jian, in his turn, works hard—in fact, harder than han—to 
 create a similar image for himself, more specifically that of a warrior 
who is not just very lonely but also very tough, in romantic fashion. 
We recall his exasperation at having to “ensure that your value is in 
evidence vis-à-vis a big heap of trash” and being “lumped together” 

61 Yang li 2004: 302-309.
62 han 1999.
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with all the wrong poets. Yu portrays himself as an outsider from the 
beginning, for instance in tang xiaodu and Wang Jiaxin’s Selected Con-
temporary Experimental Chinese Poems (1987):63

i belong to “the generation that stands off to one side of the table.” god 
has arranged a kind of outsider’s treatment for me. i’m used to being 
overlooked by the times and by those with experience. there’s nothing 
i can do about it, it’s been like that all my life. as far as literature goes, 
the status of an outsider may well be an important factor in the making 
of a master. it means he’ll always keep a certain distance from life, the 
better to observe it.

in “all true Writing,” the essay jointly written with xie Youshun in 
2001, at a time when his own and other polemicists’ publications are 
becoming riddled with vulgarities, Yu writes:64

here’s a thing that sometimes makes me lose the desire to write: is it 
worth it to be so solemn and serious about writing, in an age whose vi-
sion of the poet is that of a dumb shit? not a few friends have woken up 
to all that and wised up. they are through with being dumb shits. i am 
the last incurable poet. i write for the past.

and in an interview with Duoyu, recorded around the same time:65

in Kunming i’m really just an ordinary guy without any crowd around 
me, and barely have any contact with literary circles. hardly any of my 
friends are in literature . . . and in national poetry circles i’m obviously 
becoming ever lonelier: the leftists criticize me at every turn, and the 
China Times [华夏时报] recently carried an article calling me “an enemy 
of poetry.” those engaged in “intellectual Writing” are abusing me too. 
Who knows? in the end i might even offend the young.

in 2002 interviewer Jin xiaofeng is impressed by Yu’s report of his 
participation in the 1997 poetry international festival in rotterdam. 
she cites him as describing a student of Chinese poetry in attendance 
at the festival who said that reading Yu’s work made her sad because 
she felt it wasn’t very graceful, to which he had replied:66

i am not in the business of making enamelware. What i do has a rocky 
surface. that sort of thing is very rough. it will hurt you.

63 tang xiaodu & Wang 1987: 153.
64 Yu Jian & xie 2001: 31.
65 the interview is dated 2001 and included in Yu Jian 2003 and Yang li 2004. 

this citation comes from Yu Jian 2003: 279.
66 Yu Jian & Jin 2002: 216.
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From Yu’s “Brown notebook” (棕皮手记), a common appellation for 
his short prose over the years, comes this passage, reinforcing the im-
age of his loneliness and depicting him as being out of others’ reach:67

For many years i’ve lived in a big old compound on the Cui lake north 
road. i’ve never moved house and the compound has never changed. 
But the house number has changed five  [sic] times, from 2 Cui lake 
 north road to 1 Cui lake north road to 25 Cui lake north road to 
3 Cui lake north road, with the result that we wouldn’t even get our 
mail any longer. it’s just like everyone around a person has changed and 
he is the only one that hasn’t. at this point those who once knew him 
won’t be able to find him anymore.

the lonely warrior is like many images of poethood according to han 
and Yu—both implicit and explicit, several of them discussed above—
that point to the said earthly cult of poetry and poethood, over and 
above any anti-cult behavior in reaction to elevated trends. While 
claiming ordinariness for the poet, and contrary to their warnings 
against self-aggrandizement, han and Yu ultimately view poethood as 
a superior quality of extraordinary importance and social relevance. 
this is exemplary of the way modern and contemporary Chinese po-
ets have sustained the importance of poethood by cherishing it as an 
abstraction, made concrete and interpreted in different ways that suc-
ceed one another or co-exist and are often rooted in romantic notions 
of the artist, as noted in chapter one. in han’s and Yu’s writings, the 
said superior quality appears in the poet’s divine status and his moral 
goodness, especially in han; and in his significance as one battling 
ubiquitous corruption of the art, especially in Yu.
 While we have noted the occasional difference between the two po-
ets’ views of poethood and related issues, across the board their poet-
ics are compatible in many respects. their styles of operation in the 
metatextual arena, however, are markedly different. Metaphorically 
speaking, han Dong is the abstemious of the two, and Yu Jian the 
gluttonous. alternatively, we might sum up han’s general presenta-
tion as one of Verneinung, and that of Yu Jian as one of Bejahung, not-
withstanding the latter’s de(con)structive slant on poetic practice of 
which he disapproves. han Dong is the great negator, as he himself 
realizes:68

67 Yu Jian 2004e: 80.
68 han 1998a.
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When discussing poetry, i’m in the habit of speaking in negative [排斥
性] terms, such as what poetry is not, and what the poet is not. all claims 
about what poetry is, and how the poet should act, are biased . . .

typically, when asked by Malingshu xiongdi whether he writes to 
get closer to people or to remove himself farther from them, han 
answers:69

it seems that it’s neither [似乎都不是].

of his 1980s adage that “poetry goes no farther than language,” dis-
cussed in chapter two, han says:70

it has a negative intent [排斥性的意向]

and71

it wasn’t a theoretical formula . . . when a one-time saying like that turns 
into a truth, this is very scary.

Yu Jian has had considerable success in advocating the “rejection of 
metaphor” and the “deconstruction of language” and, often together 
with han, waging war on whatever big beasts he spots on the Chinese 
poetry scene. Yet, as noted in chapter seven, in spite of the many ne-
gations he utters, Yu produces not just poems but also metatexts that 
come across as wanting to be there and appropriating discursive terri-
tory. By contrast, many of han Dong’s writings in both genres strike 
one as exercises in disappearance, written in spite of themselves, as it 
were—reluctant and reticent, often attempting to reason their very 
subject out of existence.
 that the voices of both han Dong and Yu Jian carry weight in the 
metatextual arena of contemporary China is evident in their author-
ship of flagship essays in multiple-author anthologies, reproductions 
and citations of their work and so on.72 perhaps predictably, the con-
trast noted above also finds expression in their productivity in terms of 
sheer volume. While han Dong has a respectable list of publications to 
his name, Yu Jian has generated astonishing amounts of metatext. this 
is not just because he has so much to say—which he does—or because 
he wants to make money, or because many of his pieces appear to 

69 han & Malingshu xiongdi 2004: 103.
70 han & Zhu 1993: 69.
71 han & Chang 2003.
72 e.g. han 1999 and Yu Jian 1999b.
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have been edited only carelessly if at all, or because he has no difficulty 
repeating himself. this happens, for instance, in “poetry articulates 
the Body” (诗言体, 2001)—with the title alluding to the traditional 
notion that “poetry articulates what is on the mind intently”—which 
subsumes a jumble of earlier, well-publicized ideas under an opposi-
tion of the cerebral and the corporeal.73 it is also because Yu displays 
exceptional activism in recycling his output, even by the standards of 
the frenzied publishing world that has emerged in China since the 
mid-1990s.
 When recycling his writings Yu occasionally fails to make clear that 
one publication is a reprint of another: by omitting titles, for instance. 
a striking example is the fifth and final volume of his collected works, 
Reject Metaphor: Brown Notebook, Criticism, Interviews (拒绝隐喻: 棕皮手
记、评论、访谈, 2004). in the first eighty or so pages of the book, 
literal or near-literal reproductions of several of the publications dis-
cussed above appear without being identified as such. they are part 
of a continuous flow of musings on poetry and other things divided 
into large chunks ascribed to periods of a few years each, sometimes 
not even marking the transition from one original piece to the next 
by so much as a blank line. they contain equally unmarked textual 
revisions that are not without significance: say, from Chinese as the 
poetically richest language to one of the poetically richest languages 
in the world.74 other examples of recycling are the omission of inter-
viewer Zhu Wen’s name upon publication in Them of a conversation 
previously circulated as an unpublished typescript that did acknowl-
edge Zhu, and the relegation of co-author xie Youshun to the status 
of interviewer when, in 2003, “all true Writing”  was reprinted in 
Yu Jian’s Poems and Images, 2000-2002 (诗集与图像: 2000-2002).75 Yu 
Jian is not just a highly productive author, but also one who actively 
engages in image-building to support his status as such.

*

Different as their styles may be, in a framework of poetry and its 
metatexts as contained between the elevated and the earthly, both 

73 Yu Jian 2001b.
74 Yu Jian 1999b: 15 and 2004e: 75.
75 Yu Jian & Zhu 1993 and 1994, Yu Jian 2003: 257-268.
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han Dong and Yu Jian sit at the earthly end of the spectrum and ac-
tively work against the elevated. Yet, they are anything but “pure” in 
this respect, as evidenced by their own (re)construction of poetry and 
poethood as sacred things.
 their many comments on the actualities of the Chinese poetry scene 
suggest that han’s and especially Yu’s metatextual output are more 
strategically motivated than xi Chuan’s, meaning that they more de-
monstrably aspire to influence the development of the avant-garde. 
We will return to the issue of strategic behavior in the next chapter, 
which considers the popular-intellectual polemic.
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